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ABSTRACT: Conformational isomers of hydroquinone and their
1:1 clusters with water have been spatially separated using a Stark
deflector in a supersonic jet. trans-Hydroquinone (HyQ) conformer
with zero dipole moment is little influenced by inhomogeneous
electric fields, whereas cis conformer with nonzero dipole moment
(2.38 D) is significantly deflected from the molecular beam axis into
the direction along which the strong field gradient is applied.
Resonant two photon ionization carried out by shifting the laser
position perpendicular to the molecular beam axis after the Stark
deflector then gives an exclusive S1−S0 excitation spectrum of the cis
conformer only, making possible immaculate conformer-specific
spectroscopy and dynamics. As the spatial separation is apparently
proportional to the effective dipole moment strength, conformational
assignment could be absolute in the Stark deflector, which contrasts with the hole-burning spectroscopic technique where
identification of a conformational isomer is intrinsically not unambiguous. trans- and cis-HyQ−H2O clusters have also been
spatially separated according to their distinct effective dipole moment strengths to give absolute spectroscopic identification of
each cluster isomer, nailing down the otherwise disputable conformational assignment. This is the first report for the spatial
separation of conformational cluster isomers.

■ INTRODUCTION

Nature seems to utilize subtle structural differences of
molecular conformational isomers quite wisely in its evolution.
Actually, in some catalytic organic or biological reactions,
reactants and/or intermediates are structurally driven by
chemical environments using hydrogen bonding with adjacent
functional groups as a tool into specific conformational
geometries for expediting or impeding relevant chemical
processes.1−3 However, even though it is widely conceived
that chemical reactivity would heavily depend on conforma-
tional structures of molecules involved in chemical reactions,
understanding of the structure−function relationship at the
molecular level seems to be still in its infancy because of the
lack of relevant experimental data to date. This is mainly
because conformational isomers are hardly separable in most
circumstances and thus only the average properties of many
possible conformers could be invoked in most chemical
reactions at ambient conditions.4−6 At the same time it should
be emphasized, though, that there have been indeed many
successes in this endeavor in terms of separation of conformers
especially in the gas phase in recent decades. For charged
species, ion mobility mass spectrometry has been extremely
successful and widely used as conformers with different
molecular shapes could be separated according to their different
drift times along a specially designed collisional cell.7,8 For
neutral or charged species, spectroscopic separation using
conformer-specific vibronic transitions turns out to be very

efficient and single conformer species in the supersonically
cooled molecular beam could be exclusively chosen if
spectroscopic identification of a specific conformational isomer
could be unambiguously done.9−12 Notably, based on these
methods, it has been demonstrated that one of two distinct
reaction pathways could be specifically chosen by spectroscopic
ionization of a specific conformational isomer only at a
time.13−20

More recently, another method for conformational separa-
tion of neutral species using an electrostatic (or Stark) deflector
has been developed and found to be very promising.21−27

Techniques of manipulation of atoms or molecules using
external electric or magnetic fields have been enormously
advanced since the first seminal deflection experiment by Stern
in 1922.28 Nowadays, it seems to be basically possible to align,
orient, accelerate, decelerate, focus, disperse, or even trap
neutral atoms or molecules in space by applying well-designed
electric and/or magnetic external fields.24,29−32 Application of
an electrostatic field for the purpose of conformer separation,
on the other hand, was first demonstrated by Filsinger et al. in
2008.22 Furthermore, they could separate cis and trans
conformers of 3-aminophenol23 distinctly in space using a
Stark deflector employing a simple two-wire field model.33 For
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large molecules, most quantum states belong to strong-field
seeker in inhomogeneous fields given by the Stark deflector.
Thus, even though actual molecular trajectory calculation is
somewhat elaborated, it is quite straightforward that a
conformer with the larger dipole moment/mass ratio should
be more deflected as its associated Stark interaction energy is
manifested by the larger translational energy in the transverse
direction to the molecular beam. Accordingly, one can spatially
separate conformational isomers according to their dipole
moment strengths. For 3-aminophenol, the dipole moment of
the cis conformer is much larger than that of the trans
conformer.This leads to almost complete spatial separation of
two conformers, allowing for the experimental observation of
remarkable conformer specificity in an ion−molecule bimo-
lecular reaction for the first time as reported by Chang et al.26

The Stark deflector, through a number of pioneering
experiments recently by the Küpper group,21 seems to be
now firmly demonstrated to be very useful not only for
separation of conformational isomers but also for specific
quantum state selection of small molecules.24

Herein, we have adopted the original two-wire Stark deflector
in our setup but combined it with a more conventional pulsed
valve (General valve series 9). Although conformer separation
was not quite efficient as that achieved with the much colder
molecular beam generated from an Even−Lavie pulsed valve,34

complete separation of the cis conformer of 3-aminophenol has
been possible in our setup by varying carrier gases and electric
field strengths. In this work, conformational isomers of
hydroquinone (HyQ) and their 1:1 clusters with water have
been successfully separated. We would like to emphasize a great
advantage of the Stark deflector in terms of conformer-specific
spectroscopic assignment as one can identify specific con-
formers from the extent of deflection of each conformer.23

Specifically, this allows us to put an end to the dispute about
spectral assignment of trans-HyQ−H2O or cis-HyQ−H2O
cluster, which was not unambiguously identified by hole-
burning spectroscopic or conformer-specific photoionization
studies of the same system.35,36 Even though separation of
molecular cluster from monomer in the Stark deflector had
been previously demonstrated,25 we believe that this is the first
report for the spatial separation of conformational isomers for
molecular clusters.

■ METHODS
A supersonically cooled molecular beam was generated from a
pulsed valve (ϕ = 0.5 mm; series 9 from General valve),
skimmed through a skimmer (ϕ = 1.0 mm; Beam dynamics),
and collimated by a slit with 1 mm width placed ∼31 cm
downstream from the nozzle orifice before entering a 15 cm
long Stark deflector (Figure 1). A two-wire field model for the
Stark deflector was adopted from the original report by
Filsinger et al.23,24 The spatial gap between two curved
electrodes across the molecular beam axis was 1.4 mm in the
center, and electric voltage in the range 3−11.4 kV was applied.
Inhomogeneous electric fields are given along the perpendicular
direction to the molecular beam axis so that strong-field (or
weak-field) seekers are deflected upward (or downward) from
the main stream of molecular beam. The molecular beam
passed through a 1 mm exit slit before it was overlapped with
the laser pulse ∼28 cm downstream from the Stark deflector
exit for ionization in the extraction region of a linear time-of-
flight mass spectrometer. The ultraviolet laser pulse obtained
via frequency doubling of a dye laser output pumped by a

Nd:YAG laser (Continuum, Surelite II) was focused by a
spherical plano-convex lens (nominal focal length = 20 cm)
mounted on a translational stage to adjust the vertical position
of the laser pulse with respect to the molecular beam axis. Ions
generated by the laser−molecule interaction were then repelled,
accelerated, and drifted in the field-free region to be separated
according their mass/charge ratios and detected by a
multichannel plate (MCP). 3-Aminophenol (98%, Aldrich) or
hydroquinone (>99%, TCI) was purchased and heated to 140
or 145 °C, respectively, before it was mixed with a carrier gas of
Ne or Ar. Water clusters were generated by a water bubbler
placed between the carrier gas and sample reservoirs. The
sample was then expanded into a vacuum with a backing
pressure of ∼3 atm. Density functional theory (DFT)
calculations were carried out for minimum energy structures
and their associated dipole moments using the Gaussian 09
program package.37

Simulation has been carried out to reproduce the Stark
deflection profiles here. Details of the simulation method were
described quite well in other previous works.21,24,38−40 Briefly,
Stark energetic shifts of target molecules were calculated using
rotational constants and electric dipole moments obtained from
spectroscopic data in the literature41−44 or DFT calculations
(Table S1). Rotational quantum states of each molecule below J
= 40 were taken into account in the Stark simulation to include
all quantum states (J, M, Ka, Kc) significantly populated below
Trot = 10 K. Trajectory of a particle in a single rotational
quantum state at a specific Stark voltage was calculated by
solving an equation of motion with the time interval of 1 μs to
give its deflected position along the y-coordinate in the
ionization region (Figure 1). At least 800 particles with
different positions and momenta of which the distribution
resembles the experiment were simulated for a single (J, M, Ka,
Kc) state. Simulations for deflection profiles start to converge
when the number of particles is more than 200 for each state.
The total deflection profile was then generated by summing all
the deflection profiles calculated for individual quantum states
after consideration of their Boltzmann factors and nuclear spin
statistical weights. Simulated profiles were normalized and fitted
to the experiment with varying the rotational temperature.

Figure 1. Deflection profiles of trans-3-AP and cis-3-AP conformers
seeded in Ar at the deflector voltage of 11.4 kV taken by monitoring
the S1−S0 origin signal intensities at 34 477 and 34 118 cm−1,
respectively.23 Symbols are experiment, whereas lines represent
simulations. (inset) Experimental setup consisting of the supersoni-
cally cooled molecular beam, skimmer, the 15 cm long Stark deflector,
slits, and ionization region of the time-of-flight mass spectrometer.
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■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The performance of our experimental setup has been tested
with 3-aminophenol (3-AP) as dipole moments of its cis and
trans conformational isomers are quite distinct and were
accurately measured to be 2.33 and 0.77 D, respectively.41

Besides, it is an ideal system for testing the robustness of the
current setup compared to the original one reported by
Filsinger et al.23 All eigenstates of 3-aminophenol belong to
strong-field seekers, and thus cis-3-AP, because of its larger
effective dipole moment (μeff), deflects more significantly
compared to trans-3-AP. Deflection profiles are obtained by
detecting the resonant two photon ionization (R2PI) signal
intensity of the S1−S0 origin band of cis or trans conformational
isomer as a function of the vertical displacement position of the
laser focal point with respect to the molecular beam axis at the
position of ∼28 cm downstream from the Stark deflector
(Figure 1). As expected, deflection becomes more efficient for
the higher voltage and heavier (slower) carrier gas (Figure
S1).27 The most probable position of the deflection profile is
estimated to be just 0.3 mm upward from the molecular beam
axis when the applied voltage to the Stark deflector is 3 kV for
cis-3AP seeded in Ar carrier gas. Yet it is found to increase
sharply to 1.1, 1.9, or 2.5 mm as the applied voltage increases to
6.0, 9.0, or 11.4 kV, respectively. The carrier gas effect is also
quite significant, giving the vertical deflection position of 0.6 or
2.5 mm for the cis conformer when seeded in Ne or Ar carrier
gas, respectively, at V = 11.4 kV. It is interesting to note that it
is even possible to deflect trans-3-AP by ∼1 mm when the

molecular beam is much slowed down by Xe carrier gas at V =
11.4 kV while the deflected position of the trans conformer is
measured to be only 0.2 or 0.5 mm when Ne or Ar carrier gas is
used at the same voltage (Figure S2). Average deflection
positions obtained for various carrier gases with changing the
applied voltage are summarized in Table 1. Although the
rotational temperature of the jet from the more conventional
General valve in the current setup is relatively high compared to
that from the Even−Lavie valve used in ref 23, complete spatial
separation of cis-3-AP from the conformational mixture could
be achieved at the vertical position of y > 4 mm using the Ar
carrier gas at V = 11.4 kV. At the same condition, interestingly,
trans-3-AP could be isolated at the purity of ∼90% at y = 0 mm
as most of cis-3-AP is being deflected out from the center of the
molecular beam. Trajectory simulations explain measured
deflection profiles quite well. It is noteworthy that the spectral
width of the S1−S0 origin band becomes decreased for the
deflected species (Figure S3). This is consistent with the
intrinsic property of the Stark deflector where molecular species
with the lowest rotational angular momentum number are most
deflected.
Now, two conformational isomers of hydroquinone in the jet

are separated in the Stark deflector described above. It is quite
interesting that trans-HyQ in the ground electronic state has
obviously zero dipole moment whereas the dipole moment of
cis-HyQ has been measured to be 2.38 D from previous
microwave spectroscopy.42 Deflection profiles taken by
monitoring the S1−S0 origin band of trans or cis conformer

Table 1. Averaged Experimental Deflection Positions along the y-Axis and Simulated Molecular Beam Rotational Temperatures
(Trot) for 3-AP, HyQ, and HyQ−H2O Conformational Isomers at Various Carrier Gases and Applied Voltages

average deflection position (mm)

Ne Ar simul Trot
a (K)

system 3 kV 6 kV 9 kV 11.4 kV 3 kV 6 kV 9 kV 11.4 kV Ne Ar

trans-3-APb 0 0.1 0.1 0.2 0 0.1 0.3 0.5 6.0 3.0
cis-3-AP 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.3 1.1 1.9 2.5 8.0 2.0
cis-HyQ 0.3 0.9 0.9 1.8 5.0 2.0
trans-HyQ−H2O 0.5 1.4 3.0
cis-HyQ−H2O 1.1 2.7 3.0

aThe average of simulated Trot for different voltages applied to the deflector is given. bThe deflection position is measured to be 1.0 mm when Xe
carrier gas is used at V = 11.4 kV.

Figure 2. (a) Deflection profiles of trans-HyQ and cis-HyQ conformers seeded in Ar at the deflector voltage of 0 or 6 kV taken by monitoring the
corresponding R2PI origin band intensities at 33 500 and 33 535 cm−1, respectively. Experiment (symbols) is well reproduced by simulation (lines).
(b) Stark−R2PI spectra showing well-separated S1−S0 origin bands of trans-HyQ (33 500 cm−1) and cis-HyQ (33 535 cm−1) at specific deflected
regions and voltages.
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clearly show their distinct behaviors in the Stark deflector.
When the voltage of 6 kV is applied for the molecular beam
containing both conformers seeded in Ar, it has been found
that trans-HyQ is not deflected and remains in the original
molecular beam, confirming that trans-HyQ has a symmetry of
inversion. On the other hand, cis-HyQ deflects quite
significantly in the same condition and it is possible to separate
out completely pure cis-HyQ from the mainstream of the
molecular beam at the vertical position of y > ∼2.3 mm (Figure
2). As trans-HyQ is little influenced by inhomogeneous electric
fields, spatial separation of the cis conformer is easily attainable
even in mild conditions of low voltages and light carrier gases.
R2PI spectra taken at different vertical positions after the Stark
deflector then give rise to vibronic excitation spectra enriched
with either cis or trans conformer, making possible
unambiguous spectral identification of each conformer. This
combined Stark−R2PI spectroscopy has great advantage in
terms of conformational identification of vibronic transitions
compared to the more conventional hole-burning9−11 or IR-dip
spectroscopic technique12 as one can easily identify the
conformational isomer simply by inspecting the molecular
geometry alone. The relative population of trans-HyQ and cis-
HyQ in the jet is found to be comparable and our
conformational assignment is consistent with previous spectro-
scopic reports,44,45 giving the S1−S0 origin bands of trans-HyQ
and cis-HyQ at 33 500 and 33 535 cm−1, respectively. Small
intensity peaks observed at 33 517 and 33 567 cm−1 behave like
the origin band of trans-HyQ in the Stark deflector and are
attributed to its vibrational hot bands as intensities of these
bands are influenced by the carrier gas.
In contrast to the case of monomer, spectral assignment for

two different conformational isomers of the HyQ−H2O cluster
has been controversial. It is spectroscopically well-known that
either trans- or cis-HyQ interacts with water to give trans-
HyQ−H2O or cis-HyQ−H2O cluster in the molecular beam,
respectively. Two strongly observed bands at 33 155 and
33 192 cm−1 in the mass-resolved R2PI spectrum had been
ascribed to S1−S0 origins of trans-HyQ−H2O and cis-HyQ−
H2O clusters, respectively, by the Wategaonkar group35 based
on their relative band intensities and similarity of the spectral
shift of each cluster isomer with respect to its associated
monomeric conformer as well as theoretical calculations. Later,
however, from conformer-specific zero-electron kinetic energy

(ZEKE) spectroscopic study of the same system combined with
Franck−Condon analyses, the conformational assignment was
reversed by the same research group, and thus 33 155 and
33 192 cm−1 bands were assigned as S1−S0 origins of cis-HyQ−
H2O and trans-HyQ−H2O clusters, respectively.36 This
controversy stems from the fact that electrostatic differences
of two cluster conformational isomers in the ground and
excited states are quite subtle for theoretical calculations to be
decisive.
Deflection profiles obtained after the Stark deflector at 11.4

kV for the molecular beam seeded in Ne now show quite
distinct behaviors of the 33 155 and 33 192 cm−1 bands, giving
the most probable deflection positions of 1.4 and 2.7 mm,
respectively (Figure 3). This indicates right away that the
33 192 cm−1 band should be associated with the cluster with
the larger effective dipole moment whereas the cluster with the
relatively smaller dipole moment is associated with the 33 155
cm−1 band. According to our DFT calculations (B3LYP/6-
311++G(3df,3pd)), the dipole moment of the cis-HyQ−H2O
cluster is predicted to be larger than that of the trans-HyQ−
H2O cluster, giving their dipole moments of 4.64 and 3.13 D,
respectively. This calculated result is quite consistent with
chemical intuition41 that one can obtain just from different
geometrical arrangements of two cluster conformational
isomers, considering that the local dipole moment of the
hydroxyl group on the para position with respect to the
clustering hydroxyl moiety adds up to increase the total dipole
moment of the cis-HyQ−H2O cluster while it cancels out in the
trans-HyQ−H2O cluster. Our simulations of deflection profiles
based on these calculated dipole moments explain the
experiment quite well. Therefore, it is quite certain that the
33 192 cm−1 band is the origin band of the cis-HyQ−H2O
cluster whereas the 33 155 cm−1 band should be due to the
trans-HyQ−H2O cluster according to our Stark−R2PI spec-
troscopy. This is consistent with the assignment from ref 35
rather than that from ref 36 even though the latter is more
recently reported. Furthermore, low-frequency van der Waals
modes associated with the specific conformational cluster
isomer could be also identified. Conformational identification
in spectroscopy41 is so essential for investigation of the
structure−function relationship at the molecular level, and our
Stark−R2PI spectroscopy is found to be invaluable for that
purpose.

Figure 3. (a) Experiment (symbols) and simulation (lines) of deflection profiles taken by the S1−S0 origin band at 33 155 or 33 192 cm−1 for trans-
HyQ−H2O or cis-HyQ−H2O cluster in the molecular beam seeded in Ne, respectively. (b) Stark−R2PI spectra clearly show conformer-specific
vibronic structures of two distinct conformational cluster isomers.
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■ CONCLUSION
In this report, two geometrically distinct conformational
isomers of hydroquinone and their 1:1 clusters with water
have been successfully separated in inhomogeneous electric
fields given by a simple two-wire Stark deflector in the
supersonic jet generated from the more conventional General
pulsed valve. R2PI combined with the Stark deflector gives
conformer-selective S1−S0 excitation spectra which provide
unambiguous conformational identification as well as con-
former-specific vibronic structures of excited states. Conforma-
tional cluster isomers of trans- and cis-HyQ−H2O clusters have
also been spatially separated according to their distinct effective
dipole moment strengths in the Stark deflector, and we could
put an end to a dispute regarding the conformational
assignment, giving the first example for the spatial separation
of conformational cluster isomers in the Stark deflector.
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